How to enable your Twitter Account to receive notifications on your mobile device

1. Click on Settings
2. From your Twitter page, click on Settings
3. Click on Mobile
4. Enter your mobile number
5. Press start to verify your phone
6. From the Mobile section, enter your number and verify your phone
7. Find @kuwaitculturela, follow and enable mobile notifications
8. Make sure you are Following
9. Click on Mobile Icon
10. Use Twitter with Text Messaging!

Twitter is more fun when used through your mobile phone. Set yours up! It's easy!

Twitter does not charge for this service. Standard message and data rates may apply.

1. Choose your country/region
2. Enter your mobile phone number
3. Verify your phone

Kuwait Culture LA
@kuwaitculturela Los Angeles, CA
http://www.kuwaitculturela.org

Tweets from this user are sent to your mobile phone.

Following